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Every Rose.
 
All the love that
History knoows
Is said to be in
Every roose
Yet all the love
That could be found in 2
Is less that what
What i feel for you
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Lost In Your Eyes
 
I can't seem to get you off my mind, there are words I'm searching for but cant
find, you give me that feeling in my stomach when I see you, you have me
falling and I can't control what I do, I live on your breath, I would die if you left,
you mean the world to me, I hope that's something you can see, I look forward
to seeing you everyday, I can't describe why I feel this way. I am lost without
you.
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Love Will Never Go Away
 
Every night you are in my dreams
Every second you are on my mind
Every day your face is carved in my heart,
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Never Met You.
 
Sometimes I wish i had never met you because
Then I could go to sleep at night not knowing
Someone out there like you.
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Not Me.
 
Behind my smile is a hurting heart.
Behind my laugh I am falling apart.
If you look closley at me
You will see, the girl inside isnt really me.
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Ocean, Ocean
 
Ocean, Ocean
Some footprint's
Some snail's
Lot's of whale's
So pretty
So beautiful
LikeThe Sparkel in your eye's
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Tears
 
Don't cry when the sun is gone,
Because the tears wont let you see the stars,
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Treasures.
 
The greates treasures
are those invisable to the eye
but found by the heart.
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When I Look At You
 
You can't see anything. your love for me is nothing. Although you can't see it, I
can truly feel it, Your face is in my head. When I'm around you, I am an airhead,
if you like her, I'll feel misread...& forgotten. I wish I hadn't met you, So I could
live my life through
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